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Abstract
In this paper we show that the minimum total size of a system of
intervals in {1, . . . , n} that allows to express any interval as a disjoint
2
union of at most k intervals of the system is Θ(n1+ k ) for any fixed
k. We also prove that the minimum number of intervals k = k(n, c),
for which there exists a system of intervals of total size cn with that
1
property, satisfies k(n, c) = Θ(n c ) for any fixed integer c.
This has applications to range-restricted queries for decomposable
searching problems: if we can preprocess a set of size i in time preproc(i)
to answer queries in time query(i), then we can preprocess all inter2
vals of the system in time O(n k preproc(n)) to answer any intervalrestricted query in time O(log n + k query(n)).
We also discuss the situation when k = Θ(log n), as well as higherdimensional orthogonal range searching problems posed by Bentley and
Maurer [2].
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Introduction

In this paper we study systems of intervals in {1, . . . , n} with the property that for any interval {i, . . . , j} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} there is a way to express
{i, . . . , j} as disjoint union of at most k intervals from the system. Among
all such systems we want to find one that minimizes the total size, that is,
the sum of the lengths of the intervals of the system. Our main result is:
Theorem 1 The minimum total size of a system of intervals, that allows
to express any interval in {1, . . . , n} as disjoint union of at most k intervals
2
of the system, is Θ(n1+ k ), for any fixed integer k ≥ 1.
2

This bound on the total size, Θ(n1+ k ), holds only for constant k, where
it is tight. If k is increasing as a function of n, the growth rate of the
minimum total size will get smaller. But, no matter how many intervals
we allow in the decomposition, the total size of the system will be at least
n, since each number i must occur in some interval. So the lowest possible
growth rate of the total size is linear, and we show that any system of linear
size requires Ω(nε ) intervals of the system to express some interval. This
bound is again tight.
Theorem 2 The minimum number of intervals k = k(n, c), for which there
exists a system of intervals of total size cn, that allows to express any interval
in {1, . . . , n} as disjoint union of at most k intervals from that system,
1
satisfies k(n, c) = Θ(n c ) for fixed integer c ≥ 1.
Between these two extreme situations, the constant number of pieces
and the linear total size of the system, there is another important special
case, that of logarithmic number of pieces, k = Θ(log n). Here we have only
a construction: if we allow O(log n) pieces, then a total size of O(n log n)
is sufficient. Lemma 1 in Section 4 implies that there is an interval system
which requires total size of Ω(n log n/ log log n)); closing the gap between
Ω(n log n/ log log n) and O(n log n) remains open.
Theorem 3 For each c > 0, there is a system of intervals of total size
f (c)n log n that allows to express any interval in {1, . . . , n} as disjoint union
of at most #c log n$ intervals of the system.
4

Here f (c) = O(c · 2 c ) for c < 2, and f (c) = O(1) for c ≥ 2.
This study was motivated by an application to the design of structures
answering range-restricted queries. Suppose that we have a decomposable
2

searching problem of evaluating a function f (X, q) for some set X and query
q, where the function has the property that for any partition X = X1 ∪ X2
we can construct f (X, q) from f (X1 , q) and f (X2 , q) in O(1) time. Assume
that we can build a structure for any set of i elements in time preproc(i), to
evaluate the function in time query(i), with both 1i preproc(i) and query(i)
monotone increasing. We want to preprocess X in such a way that we can
construct the answer for any subset Y ⊆ X from the answers for at most
k preprocessed subsets of X whose disjoint union is Y . Then we can build
2
the whole structure in time O(n k preproc(n)) to answer any query in time
O(log n + k query(n)).
Data structure problems of this type occur in a number of situations.
In [1, 5], a convex polygon is preprocessed such that for any halfplane, which
cuts off a (cyclic) interval, one can find for any query point the farthest
neighbor among the points of this interval. To compute farthest neighbor,
for each interval I they construct an entire farthest Voronoi diagram, with
point-location query structure; answering this point-location query takes not
constant time, but time proportional to log |I|, where |I| is the size of the
interval I. This is a decomposable searching problem stated above.
But the most classical application is the d-dimensional orthogonal range
searching. For it, one considers the sequence of values of the first coordinate
of the points, and builds some system of intervals such that each interval
has a preprocessed (d − 1)-dimensional orthogonal range searching structure
for the points with the first coordinate in the interval. Then, for a query,
one decomposes the interval of the first coordinate of the query range into
a union of the preprocessed intervals, and executes the (d − 1)-dimensional
queries for those intervals, recursively.
The standard structure of this type is the orthogonal range trees [3],
where any query interval can be represented as a disjoint union of O(log n)
intervals in the system. This tree has the total size of O(n logd n) and can
answer the query in O(logd n) time. But Bentley and Maurer [2] developed
a fast range query structure, with the total size O(n1+ε ) and the query time
O(log n). Their (d − 1)-dimensional structure requires larger preprocessing
time, but each query interval is decomposed in a constant number of intervals
and thus the query time goes down to O(log n). This corresponds to our
Theorem 1. At the other extreme, they gave a data structure in which the
(d − 1)-dimensional structure has the total size of O(n) only, but each query
must then be decomposed into many intervals, so the query time increases
to O(nε ). This corresponds to our Theorem 2.
A formally related problem concerns the minimum number of intervals
in an interval system allowing such decompositions, instead of the minimum
3

total length. That problem was discussed in the context of the range counting problem in the semigroup model. In range counting problems, what we
need from each preprocessed block is just one information, such as the number of items in there, or in the semigroup model the semigroup sum of the
associated values, which is not the case in the applications we mentioned
above.
In Section 2, we construct systems of intervals in {1, . . . , n}, to prove
the upper bounds of Theorem 1, 2 and 3, and then prove the corresponding
lower bounds in Section 3 and 4. In Section 5, we discuss some related
problems and applications.

2

The Upper Bounds: The Constructions

In what follows, we use S(n, k) to denote any system of intervals in {1, . . . , n}
with the property that any interval {i, . . . , j} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} can be written
as a disjoint union of at most k intervals from the system. The length of an
interval I is the number of points in {1, . . . , n} contained in I, denoted by
Length(I). The total size of S(n, k) is !
the sum of the lengths of the intervals
in S(n, k), that is, Length(S(n, k)) = I∈S(n,k) Length(I).

2.1

Interval Systems for Fixed k

2

We show that there is a system S(n, k) of total size O(n1+ k ), which proves
the upper bound of Theorem 1.
the set of all intervals in {1, . . . , n} has size
!nFor k = 1, this is trivial:
3 ).
i(n
+
1
−
i)
=
Θ(n
i=1
For k = 2, define S(n, 2) as the set of all intervals of form
"a#
for 1 ≤ a ≤ n, 0 ≤ b ≤ (log n), and
{a, . . . , b 2b }
2
$a%
{ b 2b + 1, . . . , a}
for 1 ≤ a ≤ n, 0 ≤ b ≤ (log n).
2
That is, we connect each point a upward to the nearest multiple of 2b and
downward to the nearest multiple of 2b plus one, for each b. Any interval
{i, . . . , j} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} contains a unique point r which is divisible by the
largest power of two, possibly 20 , and S(n, 2) contains the intervals {i, . . . , r}
and {r + 1, . . . , j}. Thus S(n, 2) represents each interval as a union of two
intervals of the system. Every point a has upward and downward intervals
of length at most 2b for each b ≤ log n, so the sum of the length of intervals
4

starting or ending at the point a is at most 2n. Thus the total size of S(n, 2)
is O(n2 ).
For k ≥ 3, we construct S(n, k) by three steps: first we divide the interval
2
2
{1, . . . , n} into n1− k pieces of equal length n k . Within each piece, construct
2
the system of intervals by the previous
construction
for S(n k , 2). The total
&
'
2
2
2
size of these intervals is n1− k O (n k )2 = O(n1+ k ). For the second, we
connect each a to the upper and lower endpoints of its containing piece,
2
2
which contributes intervals again of size O(n · n k ) = O(n1+ k ). Finally
2
we connect all the n1− k endpoints of the pieces by the construction for
2
2
S(n1− k , k − 2), scaled up by a factor n k , the length of the pieces. We now
have that
2

2

2

Length(S(n, k)) = n k · Length(S(n1− k , k − 2)) + O(n1+ k ).
2

2

2

By the inductive assumption for Length(S(n1− k , k−2)) = O((n1− k )1+ k−2 ) =
2
O(n), the total size of S(n, k) is O(n1+ k ).
Now we show that this system has the required property. Any interval
{i, . . . , j} within a piece can be represented as a disjoint union of two intervals constructed in the first step. Otherwise, i and j are connected to
the endpoints of pieces containing them, and the interval between the endpoints can represented by k − 2 intervals of the third step, so {i, . . . , j} is
represented as a disjoint union of at most k intervals of S(n, k).
We observe that this construction is slightly smaller than the one used by
Bentley and Maurer [2] (also Falconer and Nickerson [6]), who only consid4
ered the case k odd, and gave a construction of total size Θ(n1+ k+1 ). They
used a construction with k+1
2 levels, where each piece of level i is divided in
2

n k+1 pieces of of level i − 1, and the intervals of the system are formed by
all unions of consecutive pieces of the same level that are contained in one
piece of the next higher level.

2.2

Interval Systems for Increasing k
1

1

For k = 2cn c , a system S(n, 2cn c ) of total size cn consists of the intervals
1
with base n c of form
(
)
1
b
b
S(n, 2cn c ) = {an c + 1, . . . , (a + 1)n c } ∩ {1, . . . , n} | a ≥ 0, 0 ≤ b ≤ c − 1 .

This system is a union of collections Ib of intervals for 0 ≤ b ≤ c − 1, where
b
b
Ib consists of n1− c disjoint intervals of length at most n c whose union is
5

Ic−1

1
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I1

j

i

I0
1

Figure 1: The structure of intervals in S(n, k) when k = 2cn c .
1

{1, . . . , n}. The structure of this system is a n c -ary tree (without the root)
having intervals of Ib at the b-th level from the bottom as shown in Figure 1.
Thus a query interval {i, . . . , j} for i < j can be represented as a union of at
1
1
most 2cn c disjoint intervals, at most 2n c taken from each level. We have a
union of c collections, each of which has total size exactly n, thus the total
size of this system is cn. This proves the upper bound in Theorem 2.
2
For k = c log n, let C = max(2, 2 c ). Then the following interval system
allows to express any interval as a union of at most #2 logC n$ pieces (thus
at most #c log n$ pieces):
(
S(n, 2 logC n) = {a1 C j−1 + bC j + 1, . . . , a2 C j−1 + bC j } ∩ {1, . . . , n} |
)
0 ≤ a1 < a2 ≤ C, b ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ #logC n$ .
This system is a #logC n$-level
* + structure as follows: for j = #logC n$ the
system contains at most C2 intervals, each of length at most n, for j =
* +
#logC n$ − 1 the system contains C groups of at most C2 intervals, each
interval of length at most Cn , and in general for j = #logC n$ − i, the system
* +
contains C i groups of C2 intervals, each interval of length at most n/C i .
* +
So the total size of this system is at most C2 n #logC n$, which is O(c ·
4
2 c · n log n) for c < 2 and O(n log n) for c ≥ 2. This is the construction
claimed in Theorem 3.

6

j = #logC n$:
1

C "logC n#

j = #logC n$ − 1:
1

C "logC n#

j = 1:
1

C "logC n#
x

y
2

Figure 2: The structure of S(n, 2 logC n) for C = max(2, 2 c ). Note that
2 logC n ≤ c log n.

3

The Lower Bound of Theorem 1
2

Here we prove that for fixed k ≥ 1, any S(n, k) must have at least Ω(n1+ k )
total size.
For k = 1, the lower bound Ω(n3 ) is trivial; there is no choice, we have
to select all intervals.
For k = 2 we use the following argument: the total size of S(n, 2) is
,
,
Length(I) =
|{I ∈ S(n, 2) | j ∈ I}|.
I∈S(n,2)

1≤j≤n

Now consider j; if j ≤ 12 n, then j is contained in each of the j intervals
{1, .., 1 + j}, . . ., {j, . . . , j + j}; note that all the left endpoints are distinct
and all the right endpoints are distinct. Since each of these intervals is union
of two intervals from S(n, 2) and any interval from S(n, 2) can occur here
at most twice, there are at least 12 j distinct intervals in S(n, 2) that contain
j. In the same way, for j ≥ 12 n, each of the (n − j) intervals {j, . . . , n},
{j − 1, . . . , n − 1}, . . ., {2j − n + 1, .., j + 1} contains j and their left and right
endpoints are all distinct, so there are at least 12 (n − j) distinct intervals in
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S(n, 2) that contain j. Thus,
,

1≤j≤n

|{I ∈ S(n, 2) | j ∈ I}| ≥

, 1
min(j, n − j) = Ω(n2 ),
2

1≤j≤n

which is the lower bound for k = 2.
2
2
For k ≥ 3, we first divide {1, . . . , n} into αn1− k pieces of length α1 n k for
some α. We call a point local, if all intervals that start or end at this point
do not extend beyond this piece and its immediate neighboring pieces. We
call a piece local if it contains at least one local point; otherwise, when every
point of the piece is start- or endpoint of at least one interval that extends
beyond the immediate neighboring pieces, the piece is called nonlocal. A
4
nonlocal piece contributes at least α12 n k to the total size of the interval
2

system, which, for a system of minimum total size, is less than βn1+ k . If
1
we choose α = 2β
, then the contribution of single nonlocal piece is at least
4

4β 2 n k , so of the

1 1− k2
2β n

pieces, at most half can be nonlocal.
2

1 1− k
n
.
Let m be the total number of local pieces. Note that m ≥ 4β
Define a mapping φ that maps all the pieces to {0, 1, . . . , m} as follows: if
the a-th piece is local, then φ(a) is the rank of the a-th piece counted only
among the local pieces. Otherwise, i.e., if it is nonlocal, φ(a) is the rank
of the last local piece preceding the a-th piece; if there is no local piece
preceding the a-th piece, then let φ(a) = 0. To handle the rank 0, we put a
dummy interval {0, . . . , 0} into S(n, k), which is local.
We now define a new interval system T on {0, . . . , m}. For each interval
in the original interval system S(n, k) that starts in the a-th piece and ends
in the b-th piece for b ≥ a ≥ 0, our new interval system T contains the
intervals starting at a point in {φ(a) − 1, φ(a)} and ending at a point in
{φ(b), φ(b) + 1}. Then each interval in S(n, k) contributes at most four
intervals in T .
We first prove that T allows to express any interval in {1, . . . , m} as a
union of at most k−2 intervals in T . To express an interval {φ(a), . . . , φ(b)} ⊆
{1, . . . , m}, consider the interval {i, . . . , j} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} where i and j are
the local points in the a-th and b-th pieces, respectively, which are both
local. The interval {i, . . . , j} is expressed as a union of at most k intervals from S(n, k). Then these at most k intervals of S(n, k) representing
{i, . . . , j} correspond to at most k intervals representing {φ(a), . . . , φ(b)} of
T . However, we claim that the first two intervals among them in T can be
replaced by one interval in T . Assume that the first interval of S(n, k) starts
at i and ends at i% , i.e., {i, . . . , i% }. Since the a-th piece is local, i% can be
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either in the same piece as i or in the next (the (a + 1)-st piece). We now
have two cases.
• Case(i): If i% is in the same (the a-th) piece as i or is in the next (the
(a + 1)-st) piece which is nonlocal, then the first interval {i, . . . , i% } in
S(n, k) corresponds to the first interval {φ(a), φ(a)} in T because the
a-th piece is local but (a + 1)-st one is nonlocal. Thus the first interval
in T can be discarded.
• Case(ii): If i% is in the next (the (a+1)-st) piece which is local, then the
second interval in S(n, k) starting at i% must end at i%% in the (a + 1)-st
piece or the (a + 2)-nd piece. If i%% is in the (a + 1)-st piece, the second
interval in T is degenerated, so it can be discarded. If i%% is in the
(a + 2)-nd piece, then the first two intervals in T are {φ(a), φ(a) + 1}
and {φ(a)+1, φ(a)+2}. We want to replace these two intervals by one
interval {φ(a), φ(a) + 1, φ(a) + 2}. Since {i, . . . , i% } is in S(n, k), four
intervals starting at φ(a) − 1, φ(a) and ending at φ(a) + 1, φ(a) + 2
are included in T . Thus the interval {φ(a), φ(a) + 1, φ(a) + 2} is in T ,
so we can replace.
Similarly, the last two intervals in T can be replaced by one interval in
T . Since the new interval system T has now proven to have the required
property
for
by 'induction that its total size is at least
' k − &2, it follows
&
2
2
1+ k−2
1 1− k2 1+ k−2
= Ω ( 4β n
= Ω(n). But each interval of length at
)
Ω m
least two in the new system T corresponds to an interval in the original
2
system S(n, k) which was longer by a factor n k , and each interval in the
original system contributed at most 4 intervals in the new system. So the
2
total size of the original system is at least Ω(n1+ k ). This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

4

The Lower Bound of Theorem 2

We prove the following stronger statement, from which Theorem 2 fol1
lows for k = n c − 1.
Lemma 1 For any S(n, k), it holds
Length(S(n, k)) ≥ n logk+1 n.
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Proof. We assign for each point i ∈ {1, . . . , n} a word over the alphabet
{1, . . . , k+1}. We first represent the interval {1, . . . , n} as a union of at most
k intervals from S(n, k). We number the intervals used in this representation
from 1 to at most k; if i ∈ {1, . . . , n} belongs to the j-th interval, the word
corresponding to i starts with j. Now for each interval that is used in the
representation and has at least two points, we repeat the following step:
we append the letter k + 1 to the word corresponding to the last point of
that interval and remove the last point from the interval. We represent the
remaining part by at most k further intervals from S(n, k), numbering these
intervals from 1 to at most k, and appending the number to the word of
each point of that interval.
By this we subdivide the intervals of S(n, k), minus the last point, into
further intervals of S(n, k), of which we again delete the last point, and so
on, until only intervals of length one are left. All the intervals we generate
in this process are distinct, and the sum of their lengths is the sum of the
lengths of the words we constructed. But these words form a prefix-code
with n words over an alphabet of size k + 1, so the average length of these
words is at least logk+1 n, which proves the lemma.

5

Related Problems and Algorithmic Applications

The same type of question can be asked for any other set system: what is the
minimum total size of a system of subsets (blocks) that allows the expression
of all sets in the system as union of at most k blocks? The underlying model
is that of range spaces: we have a universe U , a family of subsets R, the
ranges, and a set P ⊂ U of n points. We want to express all sets R ∩ P
for R ∈ R as a disjoint union of at most k building blocks, and minimize
the total size of the building blocks we use. The measure of the size of a
building block is the number of points of P it contains.
Even for the case of intervals, which we discussed in this paper, there
are some open problems:
• Does the construction of Theorem 3 give the correct growth rate? Is it
true that any system that allows expression of any interval with c log n
building blocks has total size at least f (c)n log n for some f (c) > 0 ?
• Is it necessary to assume that the building blocks themselves are intervals? Or would we gain anything by allowing arbitrary sets? In
general there might be a difference, but we believe not for intervals.
10

An example where it makes a big difference whether we might use
sets different from those we want to express is the set system {1},
{1, 2},. . .,{1, 2, . . . , n}. For the data structure application, we must be
able to answer queries on the sets used as building blocks, which might
give restrictions on the types of building blocks we can use.
• Is it necessary to assume that the building blocks are disjoint? Again
we believe that in general range spaces it might make a difference, but
not for intervals.
The most obvious range space one should consider are the higher-dimensional orthogonal ranges. For n points in d-dimensional space, the maximum
number of distinct ranges is Θ(n2d ), and the maximum total size of these
distinct ranges is Θ(n2d+1 ) [7]. So if we want to express these sets using
k building blocks, the minimum size of the building blocks for k = 1 is
Θ(n2d+1 ), and for k = n is Θ(n). In between, the iteration of our construction, or that of [2] and [6], gives some upper bounds. If we just iterate a
1
c-level subdivision, where each block on one level is divided in n c blocks
on the level below, we obtain a structure with k = (2c − 1)d and total size
2d
O(n1+ c ), so the minimum size of the block system that allows expression
with k blocks is O(n1+f (k,d) ) where f (k, d) = O( k2d
1/d ), but we do not know
whether the dependence of k is of the correct order.
Another interesting case are the intersections of the vertices of a convex
polyhedron with halfspaces; one might, e.g., query for nearest or farthest
vertices among these sets [4]. This looks like an immediate generalization
of the convex polygon question [5], but it is not obvious that such an intersection can be expressed as a disjoint union of a small number of other
intersections. Consider a near-spherical polyhedron with a large number n
of vertices, all of which lie on the sphere. We project from a point on the
sphere these vertices into a plane; then the subsets of polyhedron vertices
cut off by a plane correspond to subsets of points in the plane cut out by
some ellipse. But we cannot express a big ellipse as union of a finite number
of small ellipses. So for this range space, there is no set of building blocks,
for fixed k, that allows expression with at most k blocks and is significantly
smaller than just taking all sets. But for k = nα , there might be such a set of
blocks; we do not have to express exactly the ellipse, but only its intersection
with the set of n points, which allows us some freedom of approximation.
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